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Amendment 34
Construction Liability

Legislative Council Staff Responses to Public Comments

The revisions requested by interested persons are provided below in the following format:

ALL CAPS = Proposed new language
Strike Type = Proposed deletions
Standard Type = Current language
All page and line references are to the Final Draft version

BACKGROUND SECTION1

1. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan2

Suggested change:  Page 1, line 18:3

Medical expenses resulting from an injury are fully reimbursable, but awards for "pain and4
suffering" for these injuries are capped at $250,000 IF THEY ARE PROVEN TO RESULT FROM5
A CONSTRUCTION DEFECT.  UNDER CURRENT LAW, AN OWNER OF PROPERTY IS NOT ENTITLED6
TO RECOVER FOR "PAIN AND SUFFERING" ARISING OUT OF DAMAGE TO THEIR PROPERTY.7

Basis for suggested change:  Under current law, medical expenses resulting from8
an injury are "fully reimbursable" only if the fault of another is proven to have caused the9
injury (i.e. as a result of the construction defect).  In addition, property owners are not10
entitled to recover "pain and suffering" arising out of damage to real property.11

Staff comment:  Agree in part.  It is already clear from the context of the12
surrounding language that this analysis is talking about expenses that result from a13
construction defect.  It is not necessary to re-state the proposed additions to this sentence.14
Regarding the second point,  "pain and suffering" may only be recovered when damage to15
real property results in personal or bodily injury.  The revised staff language incorporates16
Mr. Sullan's suggestion that this text  indicate that recovery is not available for damages to17
property.18

Revised staff language:  Page 1, line 18: 19

Medical expenses resulting from an injury are fully reimbursable but awards.  AWARDS for20
"pain and suffering" for these injuries BODILY AND PERSONAL INJURY are capped at21
$250,000; A PROPERTY OWNER CANNOT BE AWARDED MONEY DUE TO THE LOSS OF USE OF22
PROPERTY.23

**************************************************24
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2. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan1

Suggested change:  Page 1, line 20:2

In addition, if the owner can show that the construction professional committed fraud3
DEFRAUDED THE OWNER AND KNOWINGLY VIOLATED COLORADO'S CONSUMER PROTECTION4
ACT, AND THAT SUCH FRAUD SUBSTANTIALLY IMPACTED THE PUBLIC, he or she may be5
awarded TREBLE DAMAGES AND ATTORNEY'S FEES LIMITED TO A TOTAL OF up to an6
additional $250,000.7

Basis for suggested change:  Under current law, proof of "fraud" alone is8
insufficient to increase recovery beyond $250,000.  One must prove that the fraud in9
question constitutes a pattern of conduct that has "significant public impact".  The10
consumer must prove by "clear and convincing" evidence that the defendent knowingly11
violated Colorado's Consumer Protection Act, and that such violation caused such injury12
in order to recover treble damages up to a limit of $250,000 inclusive of attorney fees.  13

Staff comment:  Agree in part.  Staff revisions reflect a more concise, reader14
friendly sentence.15

Revised staff language:  Page 1, line 20:16

In addition, if the owner can show that the construction professional committed fraud17
KNOWINGLY VIOLATED THE LAW THAT PROTECTS CONSUMERS FROM FRAUD, he or she may18
be awarded up to an additional $250,000.19

**************************************************20

3. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan21

Suggested change:  Page 1, line 22:22

Damage awards TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OWNERS ARE RESTRICTED BY CURRENT LAW,23
BUT may also include the costs associated with moving, interest, and legal fees IF SUCH24
LEGAL FEES ARE ALLOWED BY CONTRACT OR LAW; HOWEVER, SMALL BUSINESS AND OTHER25
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNERS CANNOT RECOVER THEIR COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH26
MOVING, INTEREST, OR LEGAL FEES.27

Basis for suggested change:  Under current law, such awards may only include28
moving costs and interest, but not attorney fees.  Also, such recovery is limited to29
residential property owners and is not allowed to small business and other commercial30
property owners.31

Staff comment:  Disagree.  The sentence as written presents generic information32
on other types of damages that may be obtained.  It is not the purpose of the sentence to33
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differentiate between the damages collected by residential and commercial property owners,1
especially since there are different interpretations on the meaning of "actual damages."2

**************************************************3

4. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan4

Suggested change:  Page 1, line 26:5

It removes limitations on the amount of money a property owner can collect in damages6
except for punitive damages and lawsuits involving governments. DUE TO A FAILURE TO7
BUILD IN A GOOD AND WORKMANLIKE MANNER, BUT IT DOES NOT REMOVE THE LIMITATIONS8
ON PUNITIVE DAMAGES OR ON DAMAGE CLAIMS BROUGHT AGAINST STATE AND LOCAL9
GOVERNMENTS. IT ALSO REMOVES LIMITATIONS ON THE AMOUNT STATE OR LOCAL10
GOVERNMENTS CAN RECOVER ON BEHALF OF TAXPAYERS FOR THE COST OF REPAIRING11
CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS IN PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS.12

Basis for suggested change:  Under the proposed amendment, the limitation is not13
removed on lawsuits brought against state or local governments, it is only removed in suits14
brought by state or local governments to recover the cost to taxpayers of repairing15
construction defects.16

Staff comment:  Agree in part.  The initiative removes limitations in cases brought17
by state or local governments, not in cases brought against these governments.  However,18
our language is more concise. 19

Revised staff language:  Page 1, line 26:20

It removes limitations on the amount of money a property owner can collect in damages21
except for punitive damages and lawsuits involving AGAINST governments.22

**************************************************23

5. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan24

Suggested change:  Page 1, line 28:25

This proposal creates a new section in the state constitution that affects current law.  It26
removes limitations on the amount of money a property owner can collect in damages,27
except for punitive damages and lawsuits involving governments.  It also sets in the state28
constitution the current time frames for filing a lawsuit.  Finally, the proposal could29
eliminate the current requirement that a property owner and construction professional try30
to resolve the problem before bringing a lawsuit.  In addition to these changes to current31
law, the proposal affects the types of laws the legislature can pass in the future concerning32
construction problems.33
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Basis for suggested change:  The proposal does not eliminate the current statutory1
requirement that a property owner and construction professional try to resolve a problem2
before a lawsuit is pursued.  The current law would remain unchanged in this regard,3
because that part of the law in no way limits the damages that an owner may recover for the4
failure to construct the improvement to real property in a good and workmanlike manner.5

Staff comment:  Disagree.  The sentence states  that the proposal "could" eliminate6
the existing notice of claim process, not that it will eliminate the existing notice of claim7
process.  Strongly divergent legal opinions exist on this issue.  This is an issue that may8
need to be resolved in litigation.9

**************************************************10

ARGUMENTS FOR11

6. Responder:  Staff12

Suggested change:  Page 2, lines 3 and 5.13

1) The proposal protects property owners by ensuring they can be fully14
compensated for faulty construction.  Property FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS, property15
owners will no longer be HAVE BEEN limited in their ability to recover damages.  Damages16
will be determined on a case-by-case basis in a court of law, rather than through a restrictive17
formula THAT TREATS ALL PROPERTY OWNERS THE SAME.  Property owners will again be18
eligible for full compensation for the pain and suffering caused by a defect.19

Basis for suggested change:  Providing historical context to the limitations on the20
ability of a property owner to recover damages is helpful to the reader.  The word21
"restrictive" is vague and is clarified by the addition of new language.22

7. Responder:  Scott F. Sullan23

Suggested change:  Page 2, line 5.24

1) The proposal protects property owners by ensuring they can be fully25
compensated for faulty construction.  Property owners will no longer be limited in their26
ability to recover damages.  Damages will be determined on a case-by-case basis in a court27
of law, rather than through a restrictive formula.  Property owners will again be eligible for28
full REASONABLE compensation for the pain and suffering caused by a defect, SUBJECT TO29
REDUCTION FOR RECOVERIES THEY MIGHT OBTAIN FROM OTHER SOURCES.30

Basis for suggested change:  Under the proposal, recovery for pain and suffering31
would revert back to the common law, which only permits recovery of reasonable32
compensation, with set-offs from such recovery due to any money received from other33
sources.34
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Staff comment:  Agree in part.  The proposed language provides unnecessary detail1
for the argument.  Staff suggests the following language to make the sentence more2
concise.3

Revised staff language:  Page 2, line 5:4

Property owners will again be eligible for full REASONABLE compensation for the5
pain and suffering caused by a defect.6

**************************************************7

ARGUMENTS AGAINST8

8. Responder:  Scott F. Sullen9

Suggested change:  Page 2, line 19:10

2) A process already exists for property owners and construction professionals to11
resolve construction defect disputes without immediately turning to the courts.  The current12
system also defines damages in a way that is fair to both property owners and construction13
professionals:  It compensates property owners for the actual cost of fixing their property14
but limits excessive compensation.15

Basis for suggested change:  The proposal does not eliminate the current16
requirement that a property owner and construction professional try to resolve the problem17
before a lawsuit is brought.  The current law would remain unchanged in this regard.  This18
language suggests the proposal would change or eliminate the existing notice of claim19
process.20

Staff comment:  Disagree.  The opponents of this proposal strongly believe that21
this measure would eliminate the existing dispute resolution process.  Since there is a22
disagreement on the effect of this proposal on the dispute resolution process, staff23
recommends no change to the argument.24

**************************************************25
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